
The largest earthquakes during the last ten years 
(e.g. Sumatra 2004 and Japan 2011) received widespread attention for 
several months in the media (TV, WWW, Newspaper and so on),
and successful geoscience projects also became media protagonists, gaining
their space in the media bullring.
Some research from GLASS has been highlighted on the NSF website 
and in some newspapers. The USEMS team has been involved in several 
dissemination events in the media, such as interviews with Italian and
French TV national broadcasts, interviews in scientific journals or 
newspapers as well as on the WWW.
The USEMS project started in June 2008, and the GLASS project
in October 2010. For both projects we developed a number of web pages
hosted by the official web site of the INGV where research results and 
discoveries are updated, in  order to develop an efficient link between the
scientific community and general public.

USEMS - Uncovering the Secrets of an Earthquake: Multidisciplinary Study of Physico-Chemical Processes During the Seismic Cycle

GLASS - InteGrated Laboratories to investigate the mechanics of ASeismic vs. Seismic faulting

Southern Europe and Turkey lie within the highest seismic risk areas in the world. 
Understanding the physico-chemical processes controlling earthquake generation is essential
in seismic hazard assessment.  Destructive earthquakes nucleate at depth (10-15 km), therefore
monitoring active faults at the Earth’s surface, or interpreting seismic waves, yields only limited 
information on earthquake mechanics. 

USEMS proposes to investigate earthquake processes by:

1) installing a new world class high velocity rock friction apparatus to perform  experiments
 under deformation conditions typical of earthquakes;

2) studying fossil seismic sources now exhumed at the Earth's surface;

3) analyzing natural and experimental fault rock materials using a multidisciplinary approach
 involving state of the art techniques in microstructural analysis, mineralogy and petrology;

4) producing new theoretical earthquake models calibrated  by field  observations, mechanical
 data from rock-friction experiments and analyses of natural and experimental fault rocks.
 
The integration of such an original and complementary data set shall provide an 
unprecedented insight into the mechanics of seismic faulting.

The main goal of GLASS is to develop a coherent understanding of the
multi-scale physico-chemico processes responsible for aseismic vs. seismic slip
and their interaction in time and space.

GLASS proposes a study designed to achieve several specific research goals: 

1) The characterization of crustal volumes affected by different seismicity patterns, 
 and the identification of different deformation processes. 
2) The characterization of interactions between creeping and locked fault portions,
 and fast and slow earthquakes.
3) The identification, in the field and in experiments, of mineralogical and textural
 characteristics responsible for fault weakness, unstable sliding and earthquakes, 
 or stable sliding and fault creep.
4) The identification, in the field and in experiments, of geological structures that
 represent channels or barrier for crustal scale fluid flow.
 Development of fluid flow models, calibrated by field and laboratory data,
 that fully explain the time-space evolution of migrating seismic sequences.
5) The comparison and characterization of fault healing rates both in-situ and in-lab. 
6) The characterization of the physics of earthquakes by comparing acoustic
 emissions induced in the lab with natural seismic transients (e.g. negative
 magnitude earthquakes recorded at shallow borehole seismic stations).

By the achievements of these objectives GLASS will be able to create unprecedented
insight into the mechanics of earthquakes and to investigate deformation
processes from the crustal to the nano-scale and from a time window ranging
from the seismic cycle to geologic fault history.

Thomas Jordan (...) who reviewed the L’Aquila events in a report released in May, 
says that  the L’Aquila trial is (....) a “watershed case” that will force seismologists 
worldwide to rethink the way they describe low probability, high-risk 
events,  as well as an opportunity for the scientific community at large to assess
“rising public expectations” about how information on natural disasters should be 
handled. “The public expects authoritative, transparently available information,” 
he says, “and we need to say what we know in an explicit way.”

Communicating SCIENCE Why What When

The European Research Council (ERC)  acts in the FP7 framework supporting some of the 
most promising scientific endeavours in Europe and emphasizing the excellence of individual
ideas to promote bottom-up frontier research. 
Putting excellence at the heart of European Research strongly contributes to the construction
of a European knowledge-based society.
One of the most challenging aspects of ERC projects is to approach and convey the results of
the projects to a general public, contributing to the construction of a knowledge-based society.
ERC strongly encourages media interest and the use of novel communication
tools aimed at facilitating the outreach of scientific achievements.
European research funding agencies as well as research teams involved in their
framework programmes are strongly encouraged to disseminate the results of research.
ERC supports dissemination activities by rendering available its own high level 
communcation tools to the research community.

The Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia (INGV) is the main Italian public institution
involved in geophysical and seismological research. It is also responsible for the seismic 
and volcanological monitoring activities and works closely with the Italian Civil Protection
programme. INGV has established several teams fully dedicated to the 
dissemination of research results and to outreach, such as the press release office, a team 
dedicated to schools, as well as the science communication and dissemination 
team which organizes interaction with the wider public. INGV also acts to reach the 
general public thorough the WWW, ICT tools from YouTube, common networking sites, and 
free applications available for the most common mobile devices (Ipad, Iphone).

Communicating scientific results and achivements is also an important step in attracting
the interest of industrial stakeholders, which are a new target of the geophysics and 
seismological communities. Finding a common language between public and private 
sectors is the basis for enhancing Research and Technological Development as well as 
for encouraging private investments in scientific programmes.
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Ground-breaking research in Europe enhances outreach to the general public.


